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Circular No: RIAH/023/AY 2022-23  

Date:16/07/2022 

Dear Parents,  

Greetings from Ryan International Academy, Hinjewadi ! 

The best way to create your future is to predict it 

Amidst the hustle and bustle of life, we keep on putting in the effort to broaden the 

horizons for our kids to grow and learn. Children who learn to volunteer and do 

community services right from an early age are more likely to volunteer as adults 

and turn out to be kind and compassionate human beings. It is, hence, necessary to 

incorporate service-oriented activities/habits in children, right during their school 

life itself. 

 

Besides academics, we at RIAH are keen on giving our learners new opportunities 

and learning environments that are beneficial for them. For children, community 

service can be as simple as sharing a meal with the needy, being considerate with 

strangers, etc. Such simple acts of kindness can make a huge difference in the 

child’s personality in the long run. The Community service activity for this month 

is 

 ‘FRIENDICOES –FOSTER AN ANIMAL’. 

Bring   in a cat or dog, a bird, or any other homeless pet and nurture 

them for a while until they are dispatched to a permanent home with a 

family. Share the pictures with name and photo in a link provided below:  

https://forms.gle/hEu9BZyhtj87D5nU7 
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 have yet another exciting opportunity for students from Grade 4 to 6.We have 

planned 

Community service with RESQ Charitable Trust 

Volunteering half a day at the center: The students can spend half a day 

(23/7/2022 Saturday,Timings:9 am to 4 pm) volunteering at the center. They 

will spend their time engaged in activities such as grooming, bathing, and 

walking the dogs that will help them learn about the responsibilities of 

looking after an animal. Those who are interested can add their names in the 

link provided below. 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1XnNaSwwsBaK_8Y4

y8AtIdvTV94KZ7zfB?usp=sharing 

 

The students can conduct a donation drive for blankets, bedsheets, towels, and 

curtains and  all the articles are used every day for the animals at the RESQ Centre 

.This is open for all students.  

Those who will perform the Community Service Activity every month will get the 

tokens which will be added their ‘I am an Achiever’ score sheet. Keep 

participating actively in all the Community Service Activities to fetch yourself the 

tokens and to stay in the race of ‘I am an Achiever’. 

“ ‘Giving brings a far greater blessing than receiving.” 

 

Regards 

 

Sonika Kochhar Girotra 

Principal 
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